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62 Golfers Parade, Pymble, NSW 2073

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 5 Parkings: 2 Area: 859 m2 Type: House
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Just Listed!

Life in Pymble celebrates lots of space and verdant parklands - a family friendly suburb coveted for its elite schools and

large quality homes and here at number 62 Golfers Pde you'll find exactly that and so much more.With a concrete slab and

FULL BRICK construction this newly  completed residence  is defined by it's impressive scale and air of opulence.Stepping

foot inside this majestic beauty showcases a voluminous floorplan where sparkling chandeliers and dramatic double

height  voids further  elevate that vast sense of space. The sweeping staircase, the herringbone floors with detailed

wainscoting throughout  it's such a elegant home and with 5 bedrooms 6 bathrooms plus a home office there's endless

space to grow intoFor me this  is the homes hero space the drama of  the feature  fireplace  again it's that play on scale and

when your entertaining doors disappear extending to the covered alfresco and sparkling pool. The northerly aspect makes

the most of the sunshine and there's level lawn for children to enjoy. The  Miele kitchen anchors this entire  space with

striking  benchtops and it's  here where you'll also discover integrated fridges and a hidden butlers pantry with further

cooking facilities. I love the fact 4 of the 5 bedrooms here have their own luxury  ensuites and given the guest bedroom is 

on the entry level it has that ideal separation for privacy. You'll find the further accommodation upstairs aswell as an

impressive rumpus and bar. The zip tap delivers filtered and boiling water and this window seat is just the spot to read

your favourite book. The principal bedroom draws inspiration from a 5 star hotel suite with its lighting details and its

ensuite is spoilt with double showers.  Aswell as its BIRs it also has a luminous WIR and just like the neighbouring

bedroom it opens to the  balcony. Features cont with ducted zoned air and keyless entry plus there  internal access to the

DLUG.  The exclusive caption means  your only   footsteps to Avondale Golf Course, public transport, Pymble Ladies

College, and Gordon West Public School.The scale, the quality,  the peacefulness -what an impressive place to call home

and right now there's nowhere else I'd rather be. Disclaimer:All information contained herein is gathered from sources we

deem to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee its accuracy and interested persons should rely on their own

enquiries.


